
Symmetries of Spae, Time, and MatterR. CahnLawrene Berkeley National LaboratoryAAAS Meeting, Feb. 16, 2001The history of partile physis has been for the most part the history ofpartiles, the story of their disoveries in osmi rays and at aelerators.Yet the questions that de�ne partile physis today are not so muh aboutthe partiles themselves as about underlying patterns that they reveal, thepatterns of symmetry and espeially about the breaking of those patterns,whih ultimately determines the nature of the world we live in.Newton taught us that F=ma, but what are the fores - the F - of Nature?By the 1920's it was apparent that there were at least four kinds of fores.Most obvious were gravity and eletromagnetism. In addition there was thestrong fore that held together the nuleus. There was also the weak foreresponsible for beta deay, one of the forms of radioativity.1 IsospinWhen new subatomi partiles were �rst disovered in the 1930s and 40s,the �rst task was taxonomy. Partiles with similar properties were groupedtogether. The neutron, disovered in 1932, had a mass just slightly morethan that of a proton. Its properties, too, were like those of a proton in thatit lived in the nuleus. It di�ered in being eletrially neutral rather thanpositively harged.2: up and down eletron; neutron and protonWerner Heisenberg proposed that the neutron and proton ought to beviewed as two faes of the same entity, the nuleon. An eletron spin hasonly two possible orientations measured relative to some diretion, say up anddown. Heisenberg's piture was that analogously there were two orientationspossible for the nuleon: proton, nuleon up, and neutron, nuleon down.1



Of ourse these orientations were not in real spae but some hypothetial\internal" isospin spae. Just as all diretions in physial spae are equivalent- spae is isotropi - all diretions in isospin spae would be equivalent upto small orretions, like those responsible for the di�erene between theneutron's mass and the proton's mass. The strong fore would be isotropi- preferring no diretion in isospin spae. This isospin symmetry orretlypredited regularities among the nulides.There are two hallenges here: why is there this isospin symmetry andwhy is the symmetry broken, i.e. not exat? This is of more than passinginterest. The neutron has more mass than an eletron and proton ombined,but only by a small amount. Had the breaking ofisospin worked out di�erently, the neutron might have been lighter thanthese two together, that is, lighter than a hydrogen atom. Hydrogen atomswould then have been unstable. This would have made the world a verydi�erent plae.2 Charge Conjugation3: piture of positron disoveryAnother kind of symmetry beame apparent with the disovery of thepositron, a partile with the mass of the eletron, but with positive ratherthan negative harge. In the Figure we see a loud hamber piture with atrak taken in a 1.5 T magneti �eld. From the diretion of the urvature,the partile was either an negative eletron entering from above or a positivepartile entering from below. Beause the trak is more urved above thelead plate dividing the hamber in half, it is lear that it entered from below,lost energy in the plate and thus urled up more in the magneti �eld. Thispiture of antimatter was taken in 1933.As predited by quantum theory, every partile that was subsequentlyfound turned out to have an antipartile with idential mass but oppositeeletri harge. Here the symmetry seemed exat sine the masses of par-tile and antipartile were truly idential. The symmetry operation thattransformed partiles into antipartiles is indiated by C.2



3 C and PIf you wath an experiment and at the same time observe it in a mirror anyou tell whih is the real thing? The parity operation is equivalent to makinga mirror image. If parity is a true symmetry of nature, there is no way todetermine for sure whih is the real thing and whih is the mirror image. Inthe mirror image you might �nd a surprising number of left-handed graduatestudents, but would not be onlusive.4: Lee and Yang. WuIt wasn't until the insight of T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang that it was realizedthat the parity symmetry really hadn't been tested in weak interations,the interations responsible for beta deay. They proposed a number ofexperimental tests and C. S. Wu and her ollaborators at the National Bureauof Standards were the �rst to �nd that parity was in fat broken and brokenbadly in beta deay.5: beta deay, beta-plus deayAn espeially lear manifestation of parity violation is seen in the spin ofan eletron emitted from a nuleus. Measurements show that suh eletronsare nearly entirely left-handed, i.e. rotating lokwise oming at you. Butif you look in a mirror, you'll see right-handed eletrons, not the real thing.Parity isn't a true symmetry { it isn't onserved { in weak interations likebeta-deay. The image with the left-handed eletrons is the real one, the onewith the right-handed eletrons just the mirror image.What happens when a positron is emitted from a nuleus? Measurementsshow that these positrons are right-handed. If C were a real symmetry wewould �nd that the left-handed eletrons would be replaed by left-handedpositrons. Instead it is the ombination CP , whih hanges a left-handedeletron into a right-handed positron, that seems to work. CP ould be atrue symmetry though neither C nor P is.
3



4 Quarks and Leptons6: table of quarks and leptonsStarting in the 1950s, there was a tremendous proliferation of elementarypartiles: pions, kaons, lambdas, sigmas,... In the 1960s it was realized thatthey ould be explained in terms of quarks. Only two quarks, the u andd, are needed to desribe ordinary matter like protons and neutrons. Theremaining quarks, s, , b, and t, are found only in partiles that deay rapidly,in muh less than a miroseond. In addition to the six quarks, there aresix partiles that, like the eletron, do not feel the nulear fores enjoyed byprotons and neutrons. Of the six, three are harged like the eletron andthree are neutral. The latter are alled neutrinos.5 Eletroweak SymmetryA free neutron lives about 15 minutes on average before deaying into aproton, an eletron, and an anti-neutrino. At the level of quarks, this is thedeay of a d quark to a u quark. Just as the neutron and proton form apair, so do the d and u quarks, or rather the left-handed d quark and theleft-handed u quark sine it is the left-handed partiles, and right-handedantipartiles, that partiipate in the weak interations.In ontemporary partile physis the quarks and leptons are grouped intodoublets (u; d), (; s), (t; b), (�e; e), (��; �), (�� ; �). Eah pair of left-handedquarks and leptons is analogous to the neutron-proton pair: it is a doubletunder a \weak isospin."7: weak isospinThis result is ounterintuitive. It is one thing to say the neutron and pro-ton are two aspets of a single entity. The neutron and proton, after all, arefound together in the nuleus. How an the eletron and the neutrino be twofaes of the same thing? The eletron is the ubiquitous substane of hem-istry while the neutrino is essentially impereptible and never enounteredin everyday life. 4



8: z line shapeThe symmetry that makes the left-handed eletron the partner of theneutrino is known as eletroweak symmetry. As the name suggests, it makesa single theory of eletromagnetism and weak interations. Despite its im-probable pairing of an eletron and a neutrino, this symmetry has been testedto high preision, espeially by studying a partile alled Z, whih is a sortof heavy photon. We see in the Figure an example of the agreement be-tween eletroweak theory and experiment. The data agree perfetly with theexpetations from three kinds of neutrinos.Nonetheless, sine the eletron and the neutrino really are very di�erentwe know this symmetry is broken. What we don't know is how it is broken.To �nd out, we look for vestiges of the symmetry breaking. Those vestigesmight onsist of a new partile alled the Higgs boson.It is not the Higgs boson per se that we are after, but an understanding ofhow the eletroweak symmetry is broken. The breaking of isospin symmetryis responsible for the small di�erene between the masses of the proton andneutron. The breaking of eletroweak symmetry is responsible for the entiretyof the masses of the quarks and leptons, and the masses of the Z boson andits harged partners, the Ws. The atual goal, then, is to learn where massomes from.6 CP9: CP, Jim Cronin, Val FithCP symmetry was all the ould be salvaged from the failure of parity in1956. But this symmetry, too, turned out to be inexat. This was learnedthrough the study of K mesons, perhaps the all-time favorite plaything ofpartile physiists. Had CP been a good symmetry, the the neutral K mesonand its antipartile should have sorted themselves out into one partile thatwas CP even and another that was CP odd. Indeed, there are two neutralK mesons, one with a short lifetime, KS and the other with a long lifetime,KL. CP onservation would forbid the KL, whih would be CP odd, to deayinto two pions, sine this state is CP even. In 1964, this deay was found to5



our about two times in 1000. Another symmetry turned out to be broken,if only slightly.10: Imagining CP symmetryWe an think of parity as exhanging right and left hands. If we imagineharge onjugation, then, as interhanging blak and white, then the CPimage of a blak hand on a white bakground is a white hand on a blakbakground.11: SakharovSymmetry breaking makes the world what it is. Indeed, in 1967 AndreiSakharov pointed out that without the breaking of CP there would likelybe no matter at all in the Universe. It is CP violation that allows unequalnumbers of nuleons (neutrons plus protons) and antinuleons (antineutronsplus antiprotons) to emerge from the Big Bang. Mathing images of blak andwhite hands, when folded over on eah other, would just anel eah otherout. The same way, matter and anti-matter would annihilate and aneleah other after the Big Bang if CP is onserved, that is, a true symmetry ofnature. For matter to survive the earliest moments of the universe we needa small mismath, breaking the CP symmetry.How an we study CP violation without re-enating the Big Bang? CPviolation always involves the phenomenon of interferene. Optial interfer-ene ours when there are two paths light an follow to reah the same point.Quantum mehanial interferene ours when there are two pathways for apartile to follow to arrive at the same irumstane.11: osillation, deaysA B meson is a souped-up version of aK meson, with the s quark replaedby a b. B mesons are ideal for studying CP violation beause they omewith built-in interferene opportunities. A partile that begins as a B0 willosillate bak and forth between its B0 form and the B0 form. At anypartiular moment, the partile is partly B0 and partly B0. Only the B0form an deay so as to produe a positron, while the B0 form an give aneletron. This, and some other analogous signatures, enable us to distinguishbetween the B0 and B0. 6



12: osillation patternsIf we wath for positron we see only the B0 portion. We an imaginethis experiment as an analog of an interferene pattern formed when lightpasses through two slits. The two slits are the B0 and B0. When we observepositrons we are losing o� the slit for B0. We see an osillation beause theamount of B0 present osillates in time as the meson goes bak and forthbetween its B0 and B0 forms.13: mixing patternsWathing for positrons when we start with a B0 gives the same patternas wathing for eletrons when we start with a B0. This is onsistent withCP onservation beause we have taken the CP onjugate of the startingarrangement and looked for the CP onjugate in the �nal arrangement. Wesee osillations here, but no CP violation. To see CP violation we need in-terferene. We see interferene when a partiular deay an proeed throughboth the B0 and B0 paths.14: B !  KSThe best way to do this is to look for the deay into J= KS. TheJ= has a double name beause it was disovered simultaneously at theStanford Linear Aelerator Center and at Brookhaven National Laboratory.Brookhaven's J and SLAC's  is made of a harmed quark and its antipar-tile. Under the ombined operations CP, the J= turns into itself.The KS is essentially CP-even, up to the very small deviation disoveredin 1964. Altogether the J= KS state remains J= KS after the ation of CP.Now if we see a di�erene between the deay of a B0 into J= KS and itsCP-mirror-image B0 into J= KS this will show a violation of CP. The likelysoure of this CP violation is at the point where the B0 beomes a B0, orvie versa.A di�erene would appear as an osillation, but making opposite ontri-butions to the B0 and B0 patterns. What is espeially attrative here is thatthe amplitude of these osillations is determined by the pattern of the pairsof quarks that are joined by the weak interations. By measuring other weakdeays that have nothing to do with CP violation, we an predit what we7



will �nd in the CP measurements.This is suh a beautiful idea and attrative experimental possibility thatseveral groups are atively pursuing it. Some results have already been an-nouned, though with rather limited statistis. Experiments at the KEKaelerator in Japan and at PEP-II at the Stanford Linear Aelerator Cen-ter are on-going.7 SupersymmetryPartiles are no longer the entral issue of partile physis. It is symmetriesand how they are broken that have taken enter stage. These symmetries anhallenge our understanding of spae-time itself. From Einstein we learnedthat we need to form a piture of nature that works for all observers, sta-tionary or moving. Physial laws must aommodate swithing from oneobserver's frame to another's. This symmetry is known as Lorentz invari-ane. Over the past two deades physiists have investigated whether theremight be a larger symmetry { supersymmetry. If so, there must be part-ner partiles for all the known partiles. The status of supersymmetry wassummarized suintly by one of my olleagues while introduing one of theoriginators of supersymmetry: \Supersymmetry has withstood the test oftime, though there is no evidene to support it."16: SupersymmetryThough not yet observed, the super partners already have names, for theeletron, the seletron, for quarks, squarks, for the photon, the photino.Sine we haven't seen them their masses must be muh greater than thoseof the known partiles. Supersymmetry must be quite broken. The searhfor supersymmetri partiles will ontinue at the Fermi National AeleratorLab when the highest energy aelerator in the world begins taking data thisyear. A muh higher energy mahine, the replaement for the SSC, will �rstoperate in Geneva around 2005, and there supersymmetry should show itsfae if it ever will.If there is a supersymmetry, it is fortunate that its breaking leaves as thelightest harged partile the spin-one-half eletron rather than its spin-zeropartner, the seletron. A world of seletrons wouldn't give us hemistry,8



whih depends on the exlusion priniple for spin-one-half partiles. All theseletrons would quikly �nd their way into the lowest orbital around, regard-less of how many other seletrons were already oupying it. All moleuleswould fuse together. Chemistry and biology disappear as everything on-trats into an undi�erentiated single blob.8 Extra Dimensions17: Extra dimensionsSpae might be stranger still. We know there are three spatial dimensions.Or do we? The violation of parity was startling beause everyone knew thata mirror image was just as good as the original. In the last three years, ourprejudies have been hallenged by the reognition that extra dimensionsmight have gone unnotied. This ould happen if we're stuk in the usualthree dimensions, but gravity leaks out into the extra ones. If this happens,we might see bizarre events in high-energy ollisions.9 Aelerating Universe18: Aelerating UniversePartile physis is joined to osmology beause in the Big Bang all ele-mentary partiles were produed and it was their interations that governedthe �rst instants of existene. In the last few years we've learned that weneed partile physis to understand the future as well as the past of the entireuniverse.Even the present is a hallenge to partile physis. A variety of measure-ments indiate that most of the mass of the universe is not aounted for. Itisn't in the stars or even in ordinary matter made of atoms. We know thisfrom the motion of visible stars and galaxies and from the abundanes of theelements. We an't see this dark matter, but it is the majority shareholder ofsubstane. From the known or hypothesized partiles we an identify someandidates for dark matter: neutrinos or supersymmetri partiles. Even9



more exoti possibilities are hypothesized, but we won't know the answeruntil some experiment traks it down.But dark matter has turned out to be only the beginning of the story. Agroup in Berkeley demonstrated that it was possible to disover and studyvery distant supernovae. By measuring their brightness and their redshiftthey hoped to learn whether there was enough mass in the universe to makeit �nally fall bak onto itself in a �nal Big Crunh or whether gravity wouldslow but never atually halt it. When the supernova were found, the resultthat ame bak astonished them and their ompetitors who both saw signsthat the expansion was not slowing at all, but rather speeding up, thumbingits nose at the power of gravity.The most onservative interpretation restores Einstein's abandoned os-mologial onstant, anathema to partile physis. The supernova data in-diate that the osmologial onstant, in appropriate units, is somewherearound 1:0, say 0:7. Partile theory is omfortable with two values, zero and10120. More radial than the osmologial onstant is the possibility that allspae is pervaded by something stranger even than dark matter, termed darkenergy.10 ConlusionThe symmetries of spae, time, and matter are the primary issues for fun-damental physis today. What breaks eletroweak symmetry and gives massto the partiles? What aounts for the breaking of CP and explains whyany residual matter emerged from the Big Bang? Are the symmetries ofspae-time part of a larger supersymmetry? Do we live in a world with morethan three spae dimensions? What partiles aount for dark matter? Isthe universe pervaded by a vauum energy that aounts for a osmologialonstant, or by something even more bizarre? Only experiment an tell.The task of partile physis is not to explore exotia but rather to un-derstand the ordinary. The ordinary world has some very light partiles,eletrons, and some muh heavier partiles, neutrons and protons, whih to-gether make this suh an interesting plae. The idealized, symmetri world,has massless quarks and leptons, elegant, but without the possibilities of dif-ferentiation that make the ordinary world extraordinary. Love may make theworld go 'round, but symmetry breaking makes the world.10



The task of understanding why there is anything here at all lies behindthe intense ompetition to study CP violation. Without CP violation, thepromise of the material world provided by eletroweak symmetry breakingwould not have been ful�lled. The twin hallenges of the breaking of CP andof eletroweak symmetry will drive partile physis researh over the nextdeade.
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